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1 Introduction

robfilter is a package of functions for robust extraction of an underlying signal from time series. The general idea is to approximate the data in a moving time window by a constant level (location-based methods) or a linear trend (regression-based methods). The several functions differ with respect to the signal characteristics and the outlier patterns they can deal with. Some of the procedures are available both for delayed filtering by approximating the signal in the window centre and for full online analysis by estimating the signal value at the end of the time window. The former versions generally lead to better approximations, but for the costs of a time delay corresponding to half a window width.

2 Overview

This package contains the following functions:

- robreg.filter: simple regression filters (delayed and online)
- dw.filter: location or regression based filters working in two steps with possibly different window widths (delayed and online)
- hybrid.filter: median and repeated median hybrid filters (delayed)
- robust.filter: regression filter with additional rules for outlier replacement and level shift tracing (delayed and online)
- adore.filter: repeated median filter with adaptive choice of the window width (online)
- madore.filter: a multivariate version of the adore.filter (online)
- scarm.filter: repeated median filter with adaptive choice of the window width (online)
- mscarm.filter: a multivariate version of the scarm.filter (online)
- wrm.filter: weighted repeated median filters (delayed and online)
- wrm.smooth: weighted repeated median smoother (delayed and online)

A more detailed explanation of the single functions can be found below.
2.1 robreg.filter

Running medians are the classical window-based robust filtering procedures. They simply calculate the median of the data in each window for the filter output. This leads to good results only when the signal is approximately constant within each time window, and it generally leads to delayed estimates. Running medians should only be applied using very short time windows in case of time trends. Better results can be achieved by replacing the median by a robust regression method.

The `robreg.filter` function applies simple robust linear regression for fitting a straight line to the data within each time window and estimates the current level of the time series either by the fitted value in the window centre (`online=FALSE` where `width` must be odd) or by the fitted value at the recent most time point within the time window (option `online=TRUE`).

Possible options for the robust regression (`method`) applied within one window are: the repeated median of Siegel (1982) ("RM"), least median of squares ("LMS"; Hampel, 1975; Rousseeuw, 1984), least trimmed squares ("LTS"; Rousseeuw, 1983), least quartile differences ("LQD"; Croux, Rousseeuw and Hössjer, 1994) and deepest regression ("DR"; Rousseeuw and Hubert, 1999). For comparison, the simple running median can also be calculated setting `method="MED"`.

Comparisons of the performance of certain of the above named methods can be found in Fried and Gather (2002) and Davies, Fried and Gather (2004) for the delayed filter versions, and in Gather, Schettlinger and Fried (2006) for the online versions. Fast algorithms for the running `RM` and `LQD` are described by Bernholt and Fried (2003) and Bernholt, Nunkesser and Schettlinger (2007), respectively.

2.2 dw.filter

Double window filters improve on simple regression-based filters at the occurrence of level shifts. They are based on the idea of trimming all observations deviating too much from a rough initial fit obtained from a possibly shorter inner time window (Bernholt, Fried, Gather, Wegener, 2006). Only the observations which have not been trimmed in this preliminary step are included in the calculation of the final filter output. Both location-based and regression-based procedures have been implemented, as well as full online and delayed versions.

2.3 hybrid.filter

Repeated median hybrid filters further improve the preservation of level shifts and local extremes of the signal value ('turning points') by calculating several subfilters from different parts of the window (Fried, Bernholt, Gather, 2006). The price of this is reduced smoothing and robustness. Different versions of this approach have been designed for locally constant or locally linear signals, all versions working with some delay.

2.4 robust.filter

The function `robust.filter` uses rules for outlier and shift detection to improve the results of an ordinary repeated median filter (Fried, 2004). For this, a robust scale estimator and suitable multiples of the estimated standard deviation need to be chosen. Additionally, the window width can be allowed to be time-varying so that the procedure
adapts itself to time-varying slopes and local signal characteristics. The adaption of the window width is described by Gather and Fried (2004). For more explanations on shift detection, see Fried and Gather (2007).

2.5 adore.filter

The adore.filter overcomes the problem of the window width choice and the accompanying bias variance trade-off for the signal level estimations by choosing the window width adaptively, depending on the current data situation. Therefore, it provides an alternative to online filters applying rules for shift or change detection. The window width adaption is predicated on a test which is based on the signs of the residuals of a Repeated Median regression. The filter produces online signal estimates, and if wanted also accompanying robust online scale estimates. For more details see Schettlinger, Fried and Gather (2010).

2.6 madore.filter

The madore.filter is an adaptive online filter for multivariate time series, based on repeated median and multivariate least squares regression. The test procedure of the adore.filter (see above) is used to adapt the window width at each time point, depending on the current data situation. The signal is estimated within the adapted time window by a slight modification of the multivariate Trimmed Repeated Median-Least Squares regression (Lanius, Gather, 2010). In contrast to the adore.filter, the madore.filter takes account of the local correlations between the components of the multivariate time series. A more detailed description of the filter can be found in Borowski, Schettlinger, Gather (2009).

2.7 scarm.filter

The scarm.filter overcomes the problem of the window width choice and the accompanying bias variance trade-off for the signal level estimations by choosing the window width adaptively, depending on the current data situation. Therefore, it provides an alternative to online filters applying rules for shift or change detection. The window width adaption is predicated on a test which is based on the difference of Repeated Median slopes computed in separated time windows. The filter produces online signal estimates, and if wanted also accompanying robust online scale estimates. For more details see Borowski and Fried (2012).

2.8 mscarm.filter

The mscarm.filter is an adaptive online filter for multivariate time series, based on repeated median and multivariate least squares regression. The test procedure of the scarm.filter (see above) is used to adapt the window width at each time point, depending on the current data situation. The signal is estimated within the adapted time window by a slight modification of the multivariate Trimmed Repeated Median-Least Squares regression (Lanius, Gather, 2010). In contrast to the scarm.filter, the mscarm.filter takes account of the local correlations between the components of the multivariate time series. In contrast to the madore.filter, the mscarm.filter compares the estimated trends at each time point to identify parallel running time series.
components. These information are given to the user and used to improve the signal extraction. For more details see Borowski (2012).

2.9 wrm.filter

Weighted repeated median filters weight the observations in the time window according to their temporal distance to the current target point at which the signal is estimated (Fried, Einbeck, Gather, 2007). This weighting allows to increase the window width as compared to repeated median filters, and thus it increases the efficiency of noise reduction without increasing the bias at level shifts. They can be particularly recommended for robust detail-preserving signal extraction without time delay.

2.10 wrm.smooth

Weighted repeated median smoothing can be seen as a generalisation of weighted repeated median filtering allowing for non-equidistant time points. More generally, it can be applied for robust non-parametric regression of a dependent variable $y$ on an independent (regressor) variable $x$ and preserves discontinuities in the regression function. Accordingly, this function needs two variables, a dependent and an independent one.

A comparison of some of the above named methods can be found in Gather and Fried (2004) (including some regression filters and some double window and hybrid filters) and an overview over all methods is given in Schettlinger, Fried and Gather (2006).
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